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Instructional Equipment Request (IER) Form 
FY 2022-2023 

Deadlines 
Date Action 

October 12, 2022 IER forms due to Division Dean 

October 19, 2022 Division review of IER forms (Dean & VP signature) 

October 21, 2022 IER forms due to Executive Assistant of Administrative Services (with Dean & VP signature) 

Checklist 
□ All IER form fields complete (attach requisition and quote before e-signing IER form)
□ Requisition completed and attached
□ Valid quote attached (with extended expiration date) including:

o Shipping costs
o Installation fees
o Taxes

□ Board packet completed (required for any requests with a total cost of $99,100.00 or greater)
□ IER form and requisition signed by Requestor
□ IER form, requisition, and quote submitted as one PDF file to Division Dean including:

o New Vendor Form (if new vendor)
o Copy of W9 (if new vendor)

*Note: Mac Users – do not use Apple Preview to complete forms – data will not appear when printed.

IER Process Flow 
1. All paperwork filled out and signed by Requestor
2. Requestor submits to Dean for signature
3. Dean submits to VP for signature
4. VP submits to Executive Assistant of Administrative Services for review
5. EA Admin Svcs submits to M&O and IT for review
6. EA Admin Svcs creates scoring spreadsheet and disseminates to committee
7. RAC scores submissions and returns to EA Admin Svcs
8. EA Admin Svcs combines committee scores for review
9. RAC Chair documents committee scoring in memo
10. College President meets with RAC Chair to review committee recommendations
11. President’s Office provides approval memo to RAC
12. RAC submits IER forms to Business Office for processing
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Instructional Equipment Definitions 
Allowable Items 
Allowable Items: Instructional equipment expenditures are eligible if the equipment, library material, or technology is 
for classroom instruction, student instruction or demonstration, or in the preparation of learning materials in an 
instructional program. There are five categories that will be used to classify instructional support. Please note that 
requests are not limited to the examples shown below. 

1. Equipment and Furniture: instructional equipment and furniture for primary use by students in instructional
programs:

a. Classroom/laboratory equipment including whiteboard, screen, projector, etc.
b. Instructional furniture including desks, tables, podium, chairs, etc.

2. Information Technology: instructional information technology equipment for student use in classrooms and/or
laboratories including desktops, laptops, monitors, printers, servers, network/wireless infrastructure, AV/TV,
multimedia.

3. Software: software licenses are allowed but only the initial year is permitted. Other software that are permitted
are those that are used in excess of one year and software modifications that add capacity or efficiency to the
software that defers obsolescence and results in an extension of the useful life of the software, including
registration, counseling, student services, learning management systems for student use.

4. Adaptive Equipment: adaptive equipment for ADA/OCR students are allowed to assist them in a learning
environment.

5. Library Material: databases, online subscriptions, books, periodicals, videos, etc.

Non-Allowable Items 
Non-Allowable Items: Administrative or non-instructional purposes including equipment being used for administrative 
or non- instructional purposes is not allowed, including photocopiers, file cabinets, bookcases, computers, networking 
infrastructure, software licenses. 

IE Rubric 
RAC evaluates each IE request based on the rubric below. RAC stresses the importance of quality requests. 
RAC may choose not to rank incomplete IE requests. 

Criteria Strong Evidence Adequate Evidence Limited Evidence 
LPC Mission & 

Planning Priorities 
[Section 2] 
(5 points) 

Ranking Scale 

Clear and compelling 
evidence/data that equipment will 

fully support LPC Mission and 
Planning Priorities. 

4-5

Clear evidence/data that equipment will 
fully support LPC Mission and 

Planning Priorities. 

2-3

Limited or no evidence/data that 
equipment will support LPC 

Mission and Planning Priorities. 

0-1
Educational Items: 

Programmatic 
Impact and 
Institutional 

Support [Section 3] 
(10 points) 

Ranking Scale 

Clear and compelling 
evidence/data (as stated in 
program review) that this 

equipment will have substantial 
impact on program curriculum. 

8-10

Clear evidence/data (as stated in 
program review) that this equipment 

will have substantial impact on program 
curriculum. 

4-7

Limited or no evidence/data (as 
stated in program review) that this 
equipment will have an impact on 

program curriculum. 

0-3
Teaching & 

Learning 
[Section 4] 
(10 points) 

Ranking Scale 

Clear and compelling evidence/data 
that equipment provides much 

needed or beneficial enhancement 
to instruction. 

8-10

Clear evidence/data that equipment 
provides enhanced instruction that is 

not met through current means. 

4-7

Limited or no evidence/data that 
equipment provides enhanced 

instruction that is not met through 
current means. 

0-3
Outcomes 
[Section 5] 
(5 points) 

Ranking Scale 

Clear and compelling evidence/data 
that equipment will support course 

and/or program outcomes above and 
beyond current capability. 

4-5

Clear evidence/data that equipment will 
support course and/or program 

outcomes beyond current capability. 

2-3

Limited or no evidence/data that 
equipment will support course 

and/or program outcomes beyond 
current capability. 

0-1
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Instructional Equipment Request Form 
 

Name of Requestor:  Division:  
    

This Equipment Request is: □ A Replacement | □ An Upgrade | □ New Equipment or Technology 
 

SECTION 1: Equipment Description 
Describe the specific equipment requested and how it will be used to replace, upgrade, or provide new 
technology to LPC from what is currently in place: 

Equipment Location 
Building #:  Room #:  
    
Comments:    
 

If applicable, describe the legal requirement, mandate, or safety concern related to the purchase of this 
equipment, making specific reference to legal requirements or regulations: 
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SECTION 2: LPC Mission Statement and LPC Planning Priorities 
LPC Mission Statement 
Las Positas College is an inclusive, learning-centered, equity-focused environment that offers educational opportunities 
and support for completion of students’ transfer, degree, and career- technical goals while promoting lifelong learning. 

LPC Planning Priorities 
 Establish a knowledge base and an appreciation for equity; create a sense of urgency about moving toward 

equity; institutionalize equity in decision-making, assessment, and accountability; and build capacity to resolve 
inequities. 

 Increase student success and completion through change in college practices and processes: coordinating 
needed academic support, removing barriers, and supporting focused professional development across the 
campus. 

Explain how the equipment supports LPC’s Mission Statement and Planning Priorities: 
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SECTION 3: Educational Items | Program Review 
Specify the educational programs the equipment supports: 
 

Is the equipment part of an upcoming Program Review? Was it included last year? If not, why? Use 
language from your Program Review to explain: 
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SECTION 4: Teaching and Learning 
Please use evidence and data that describes how the equipment provides enhancements/benefits to the 
current level of teaching capabilities: 
 

Detail the impact the equipment has on learning: 
 

Please state the number of classes and students the equipment will impact: 

Classes/Sections: Students: 
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SECTION 5: Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) 
Document how the equipment will enable you to surpass your current Student Learning Outcomes: 
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SECTION 6: Total Cost of Ownership | Maintenance and Sustainability 
Please provide the lifespan of the proposed equipment: 

What are the requirements and associated costs for the storage of the equipment? 

Is there a specific location required to store the equipment? 
Note: include storage costs in Part A: Initial Start-Up Costs (pg. 10) 

Does the new equipment replace older equipment? If so, will you retire/surplus the old equipment? If 
not, where will you store the older equipment and what are the associated storage costs? 
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SECTION 6: Total Cost of Ownership | Maintenance and Sustainability (cont’d) 
What are the maintenance costs associated with the regular upkeep of the equipment? 
 

Detail how the equipment meets or exceeds LPC’s Sustainability Efforts: 
 

How does the equipment provide renewal resources to the college? 
 

  

http://www.laspositascollege.edu/green/index.php
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SECTION 6: Total Cost of Ownership | Maintenance and Sustainability (cont’d) 

Part A: Initial Start-Up Costs 

Type Cost Comments 

Equipment or Materials 

Shipping & Delivery Fees 

Installation Costs 

Miscellaneous Costs 

Modification to Facilities 

Operator Training 

Maintenance/Repair Training 

Storage 

Other 

Discounts (enter as negative)

Sub-Total 

Taxes 

Grand Total 

Part B: Annual Operating Costs 

Type Cost Comments 

Service/Maintenance 

Part Replacement 
Vendor Calibration or 

Standardization 

Storage 

Supplies 

Maintenance/Repair Labor 

Software Licensing 

Other 

Grand Total 

Overall Cost: 
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SECTION 6: Total Cost of Ownership | Maintenance and Sustainability (cont’d) 

Operator 

Primary operator: 

Does the work align with current position duties? □ Yes |  □ No

Cost to train primary operator: 

Approx. # of hours equipment will be used per month: 

Comments: 

Maintenance and Repairs 

Who will perform maintenance and repairs? 

Estimated hours per month: 

Does the work align with current position duties? □ Yes |  □ No

Cost to train for maintenance and repairs: 

Approvals and Signature Routing 
Before signing below, please confirm all fields are filled out and all information provided is correct. Requests must be 
fully complete, signed, and submitted to your Division Dean by the deadline (see page 1). Requisition and quote must 
be attached to this form before signing. Adobe prevents adding pages once a document has been e-signed.

Requestor: Date: 

Division Dean: Date: 

Vice President: Date: 

College Technical 
Service Manager: Date: 

M&O Director: Date: 

Vice President, 
Administrative Services: Date: 



Office of Administrative Services 

Requisition Request Form          R____-_____

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES USE ONLY 

Reviewed: Verified: Approved: 
Administrative Services Administrative Services Officer VP, Administrative Services 

PO Number: Budget Transfer #: Entered: 
TR 4/6/20 

Fiscal Year Vendor ID # Vendor Name Date Required

Deliver To Room # Return Copy of Requisition To

Seq Item # Description Qty Unit Price Extended Cost 

1 

2 

3 

4

5

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 
Comments Subtotal

Tax 
Shipping 

Total Cost 
FOAP to be Charged % Amount 

- - - 
FUND ORG ACCOUNT PROGRAM 

- - - 
FUND ORG ACCOUNT PROGRAM 

Requestor ( rint ame) Date Dean (signature) Date 

Coordinator/Manager (signature) Date Vice President (signature) Date 

EX
AM
PL
EEEEEEEEEEELELELELEEEEEEEELEELELELEEELEEPLPLLLPLLLLPLMPMPMPMPAMAMMAMXA

me

XAXAXAXAEXFOAP to be CEXEEEE

21-22 #8926 Vernier Software & Technology 1/31/2022

Andrew Lozano 1824 Andrew Lozano

LABQ3 Vernier Labquest 3 15 $ 328.83 $ 4,932.45
TMP-BTA Stainless Steel Temp Probe 15 $ 34.92 $ 523.80
MCA-BTA Microphone 15 $ 42.68 $ 640.20
LS-BTA Light Sensor 22 $ 57.23 $ 1,259.06
GPS-BTA Gas Pressure Sensor 18 $ 86.33 $ 1,553.94
VPG-BTD Vernier Photogate 9 $ 47.53 $ 427.77
DFS-BTA Dual-Range Force Sensor 16 $ 105.73 $ 1,691.68
MD-BTD Motion Detector 15 $ 86.33 $ 1,294.95

$ 0.00
$ 0.00
$ 0.00
$ 0.00
$ 0.00
$ 0.00
$ 0.00

$ 12,323.85
10.25% $ 1,263.19

$ 56.84
$ 13,643.88

See attached quote #1082830-000

190200 100

Andrew Lozano 10/1/21 10/8/21

10/1/21 10/15/21

Reset Submit

100

trothman
Callout
Tax should always be calculated at the current Alameda County Tax Rate, not per quote

trothman
Callout
Shipping should be included by the vendor whenever possible

trothman
Callout
Be sure to enter your own program code

trothman
Callout
Each item, quantity, and price entered as it appears on the quote. The requisition and quote should always match.



 

3000 CAMPUS HILL DRIVE

EX
AM
PL
EE

trothman
Callout
Items should always be shipped to LPC, never to your home address.

trothman
Callout
If any items on the quote are not being requested, an updated quote with those items removed must be obtained by the vendor

trothman
Callout
NO shopping carts



Office of Administrative Services 

Requisition Request Form          R____-_____ 

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES USE ONLY 

Reviewed: Verified: Approved: 
Administrative Services Administrative Services Officer VP, Administrative Services 

PO Number: Budget Transfer #: Entered: 
TR 4/6/20 

Fiscal Year Vendor ID # Vendor Name Date Required

Deliver To Room # Return Copy of Requisition To

Seq Item # Description Qty Unit Price Extended Cost 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 
Comments Subtotal 

Tax 
Shipping 

Total Cost 
FOAP to be Charged % Amount 

- - - 
FUND ORG ACCOUNT PROGRAM 

- - - 
FUND ORG ACCOUNT PROGRAM 

Requestor (print name) Date Dean (signature) Date 

Coordinator/Manager (signature) Date Vice President (signature) Date 

(Wait 5-10s)

22-23 8926 Vernier 1/31/2023

Lina Chea 1812 Gary Wilkes and Magda Mercado

LABQ3 Vernier LabQuest 3 48 $ 377.33 $ 18,111.84

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

$ 18,111.84
10.25% $ 1,856.46

$ 73.12

$ 20,041.42

190500 100

Lina Chea 10/11/22

Reset Submit

22-23 Vernier 1/31/2023

Lina Chea 1812

LABQ3 Vernier LabQuest 3 48 $ 377.33

100

$ 1,856.46



 VERNIER SOFTWARE & TECHNOLOGY DBA,
VERNIER SCIENCE EDUCATION
13979 SW MILLIKAN WAY
BEAVERTON, OR   97005
503-277-2299   Email: orders@vernier.com
EIN:93-1162373

Customer: 746598
Lina Chea
LAS POSITAS COLLEGE
lchea@laspositascollege.edu
LIVERMORE, CA 94551-7623

Customer:

Ship Via

Qty
Ordered

Quote Date

Expire Date

Currency
NET 30 DAYS
Terms

Item Code Description

GROUND

Quote

MOS Contact ID
USD

Employee

Retail Price Unit Price Total Price

1089268 - 000Vernier Quote:

nladu10/10/2022

746598

UPS EXW
Incoterms 2020

12/31/22

389.00 377.33 18,111.84LABQ3 VERNIER LABQUEST 348

Line Item Total: 18,111.84

Total: 20,041.42
*Estimated Tax:

Shipping: 73.12
Subtotal:

1,856.46
18,184.96

The prices listed on this quote are valid with complete shipment to one location. Any 
applicable tax will be based on the bill-to entity, the ship-to address, and the date of the 
shipment. 

Please contact our Quotes Dept at 1-888-837-6437 or quotes@vernier.com if you have 
any questions about the quote. Please contact our Orders Dept at 1-888-837-6437 or 
orders@vernier.com and reference this quote number to place the order.

Thank you for using Vernier products!

48Total Item Qty: Total Weight: 96.00

Page 1 of 1
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	Reset: 
	Print: 
	All IER form fields complete: Off
	Requisition completed and attached: Off
	Valid quote attached with extended expiration date including: Off
	Board packet completed required for any requests with a total cost of 9910000 or greater: Off
	IER form and requisition signed by Requestor: Off
	IER form requisition and quote submitted as one PDF file to Division Dean including: Off
	Name of Requestor: Lina Chea, Christopher Dudzik
	Division2: [STEM]
	Building: 1800/1850
	Room: 1812/1856
	Comments: The LabQuest is a data-collection platform students will use to collect and analyze scientific data. It is critical for multiple functions and is used extensively by the chemistry and biology departments for multiple experiments. Currently, the STEM division is making due with 14 of our original 24 LabQuest 1 units that were manufactured in 2012. The LabQuest 1 units are clearly at the end of their life spans and are no longer supported by the manufacturer. In addition, the LabQuest technology is in it's 3rd iteration with better batteries, more features, and greater compatibility with our modern computers, smartphones, and tablets. From personal experience I can tell you that the LabQuest 1 units that we have fail so often they definitely impede the student's ability to perform the experiment, and, as a consequence, create an environment that interferes with the student's educational opportunities and does not support the completion of students' transfer, degree, and career-technical goals as stated in the LPC Mission Statement. 
	equipment making specific reference to legal requirements or regulations: N/A
	EquipmentType: Replacementbutton
	Explain how the equipment supports LPCs Mission Statement and Planning Priorities: LPC's Mission Statement is to provide an inclusive, learning-centered, equity focused environment that offers educational opportunities and support for completion of students' transfer, degree, and career-technical goals while promoting lifelong learning. In addition, LPC Planning Priorities for Academic year 21-22 include increasing student success and completion through change in college practices. While there is something to be said for mixing chemicals and observing the results, many experiments require more in-depth analysis to truly understand what is happening. Providing functional, and technologically state - of - the - art equipment, such as the LabQuest 3 units, assures that all of our students receive educational opportunities and experiences on par with the four - year schools such as CSU and UC at a fraction of the price and without having to travel. Thus fulfilling the LPC Mission Statement of inclusive, learning-centered and equity focused educational opportunities. The range of chemistry and biology classes that this equipment will be used in will affect students across a range of disciplines such as those majoring in Biology, Chemistry, some Engineering fields, Environmental Science, and Pre-Med/Dental. 
	Specify the educational programs the equipment supports: The equipment will have a significant impact on the Chemistry and Biology Program's curriculum for students because:1. Multiple laboratory exercises in the disciplines of Chemistry and Biology are centered around the use of these platforms for experimental data collection and analysis. 56 sections of Chemistry and Biology use these instruments every year, encompassing 1344 students. Currently, the chemistry and biology departments have 14 LabQuest 1 units that were manufactured in 2012, when the iPhone 5 was introduced. There are not even enough for one section, let alone 56. The failure rate is so high for the units we have that, occasionally, students have had to go without, creating a loss of experience and understanding for our students. Purchasing the current LabQuest 3 model will provide state-of-the-art equipment for our students to give them an equitable instructional experience on par with CSU or UC.2. Many students taking Intro and Applied Chemistry I and II (30A and 30B), General College Chemistry I and II (1A and 1B), and Intro to the Science of Biology (B10) (all classes that use this equipment) are transfer students majoring in Biology, Chemistry, some Engineering fields, or pre-med/dental. This chemistry and biology courses affected also fulfill degree requirements for AA- Biological Sciences, AS-T Biology, Biology:Allied Health, AA- Chemistry Education, and AS-Chemistry Education. 
	language from your Program Review to explain: Yes, this equipment is part of our upcoming Program Review. Section 1, Part B: Supplies and Equipment: Many of our Bunsen Burners, which are critical to chemistry, are several decades old and failing or don't work at all. At the best case this impedes the student's ability to perform the experiment, at the worst case it's an accident waiting to happen. Not having functional heat sources for experiments creates an environment that interferes with educational opportunities and does not support for completion of students' transfer, degree, and career-technical goals. In addition to the Bunsen Burners, our department contains one relatively ancient UV lamp, which is needed for organic chemistry experimental analysis, that currently has intermittent functionality. As in the case of the burners, not having this equipment impedes the student's ability to perform the experiment, leading to a decrease in the quality of educational opportunities for the students. Furthermore, our LabQuest 1 units are outdated, non-functional, and critical to not only our program but biology as well and need to be replace with more modern, compatible, and functioning equipment like the LabQuest 3 models in order to increase the quality of educational opportunities for our students.Section 1, Part C: Procuring funding for new equipment for the development of new lab experiments and to replace aging and non-functional equipment to allow us to give students a learning-centered, equity focused environment that offers educational opportunities and support for completion of students' transfer, degree, and career-technical goals that are on par with an experience at a CSU or UC.
	Detail the impact the equipment has on learning: Impact on teaching:Our course outline mandates a minimum number of laboratory techniques that students need to learn in the laboratory. The replacement equipment being requested are the minimum necessary to teach students these techniques through various lab experiments.  Faulty, missing, and insufficient equipment are an impediment to teaching because time is wasted on fixing, replacing, or substituting items or not running the experiment at all. Not having enough of and the right equipment will limit the types of teaching experiments that students can do in the lab.
	Please state the number of classes and students the equipment will impact: Impact on learning:Chemistry is a hands-on subject. As stated above, the learning objectives stated in the course outline and the LPC Mission Statement will not be met if there is not sufficient equipment to conduct the experiments to learn these techniques. Not having enough of and the right equipment will limit the types of experiments that students can do in the lab. If students do not have the right equipment, they will be unable to prepare samples for analysis or synthesize molecules which affects their ability to use instruments that the department already has. Furthermore, complicated concepts regarding things that cannot be seen by the naked eye is a hallmark of chemistry. Having the proper equipment allows the student to visualize, if not directly, indirectly using instruments that are both of historical significance and cutting-edge technology. This ability directly affects the student's understanding of the subject matter. 
	ClassesSections: 56
	Students: 1344
	Document how the equipment will enable you to surpass your current Student Learning Outcomes: Chemistry is best learned and remembered by doing.  The laboratory equipment being requested here will enable achievement of SLO’s because our labs are designed for students to:1) learn general experimental methods and techniques, 2) improve their analytical skills, 3) relate actual observations and experimental conclusions through the various activities that reinforce and enhance the learning of conceptual material.  4) work independentlyLaboratory activities are directly tied to the Chem SLO’s. For example Chem 1A SLOs:Scientific Method SLO:Upon completion of CHEM 1A, students should be able to apply the scientific method to laboratory experiments.Communication SLO:Upon completion of CHEM 1A, students should be able to succinctly summarize laboratory procedures, clearly document laboratory measurements and observations, and effectively communicate rationale for the experiment, data analysis, and interpretation.Skills SLO:Upon completion of CHEM 1A, students should be able to skillfully perform experimental measurements, techniques, and protocols, properly use standard laboratory instruments, and adhere to safe laboratory practices.The replacement equipment requested is required to fulfill these SLO’s and those prescribed by the course outlines. It is also required for the program to fulfill the LPC Mission Statement to offer educational opportunities and support for completion of students' transfer, degree, and career-technical goals. Better equipment allows for further understanding in the mind of the student, and therefore fulfills the LPC Mission Statement to offer educational opportunities and support for completion of students' transfer, degree, and career-technical goals and, in addition, fulfills LPC Planning Priorities for Academic year 21-22 by increasing student success and completion through change in college practices. 
	Please provide the lifespan of the proposed equipment: Based on our current stock, which was manufactured in 2012 and has been starting to fail over the last year, the new units should last about 10 years.
	What are the requirements and associated costs for the storage of the equipment: Unknown but probably minimal as it's being stored in the building and labs it's used in. 
	Note include storage costs in Part A Initial StartUp Costs below: Yes, the equipment will be stored in the chemical prep room (the center of 1st floor building 1800, room 1812).
	not where will you store the older equipment and what are the associated storage costs: Yes, it replaces older equipment, which will be retired/surplused.
	What are the maintenance costs associated with the regular upkeep of the equipment: Students are instructed on how to take responsibility for the maintenance and care of equipment  after every use.
	Detail how the equipment meets or exceeds LPCs Sustainability Efforts: Their long life span means that they don’t need to be replaced often which saves resources.  Many of the equipment being requested are required to run experiments at the micro-scale level reducing the amount of chemicals used and waste generated.  This fulfills one of the 12 principles of green chemistry.
	How does the equipment provide renewal resources to the college: N/A
	CostEquipment or Materials: 18111.84
	CommentsEquipment or Materials: 
	CostShipping  Delivery Fees: 73.12
	CommentsShipping  Delivery Fees: 
	CostInstallation Costs: 0
	CommentsInstallation Costs: 
	CostMiscellaneous Costs: 0
	CommentsMiscellaneous Costs: 
	CostModification to Facilities: 0
	CommentsModification to Facilities: 
	CostOperator Training: 0
	CommentsOperator Training: 
	CostMaintenanceRepair Training: 0
	CommentsMaintenanceRepair Training: 
	CostStorage: 0
	CommentsStorage: 
	CostOther: 0
	CommentsOther: 
	CostDiscounts: 0
	CommentsDiscounts: 
	CostSubTotal: 18184.96
	CommentsSubTotal: 
	CostTaxes: 1856.46
	CommentsTaxes: 
	Grand Total: 20041.42
	CostServiceMaintenance: 0
	CommentsServiceMaintenance: 
	CostPart Replacement: 0
	CommentsPart Replacement: 
	CostVendor Calibration or Standardization: 0
	CommentsVendor Calibration or Standardization: 
	CostStorage_2: 0
	CommentsStorage_2: 
	CostSupplies: 0
	CommentsSupplies: 
	CostMaintenanceRepair Labor: 0
	CommentsMaintenanceRepair Labor: 
	CostSoftware Licensing: 0
	CommentsSoftware Licensing: 
	CostOther_2: 0
	CommentsOther_2: 
	GrandTotal2: 0
	Overall Cost: 20041.42
	Primary operator: Chemistry & Biology Instructors, Lab Technicians, Students
	Cost to train primary operator: $0
	Approx  of hours equipment will be used per month: 25
	Comments_2: 
	Who will perform maintenance and repairs: Chemistry & Biology Lab Technicians
	Estimated hours per month: 5
	Cost to train for maintenance and repairs: $0
	Posdutiesbuttons: PosDutiesButtonYes
	Posdutiesbuttons2: PosDutiesButtonYes2
	Date: 10/11/2022
	Date_2: 
	Date_3: 
	Date_4: 
	Date_5: 
	Date_6: 


